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whose tails protrude on each edge of your plate.   A Filipino band
of quite excellent musicians discourses serious music during
meals and after dinner plays jazz in a manner that is pleasant
to hear—and must be delightful to dance to—with none of the
shrieks  and  screams  or the revolting gestures  and hideous
grimaces that seem to-day to be a necessary adjunct to the art of
dancing.    The dancers—how well they dance !—are many,
for residents of Manila forgather at the hotel in the evening ;
Americans and Filipinos—the delightful contrast of the north
and south—and one could not but be struck by the taste and care
with which the ladies of both races were arrayed.   Even a mere
man like myself, a solitary traveller for many years, could not
help noticing how very soignees were these representatives of
Manila's best society—the charm of their frocks, their shoes, the
dressing of their hair—their graceful figures and the ease and
skill of their dancing—their taste and their behaviour.   There
was no noise, no vulgarity, no loud shouting of " Boy ! "   The
room was beautifully lit and every figure showed off to advantage.
It amused me to sit night after night at the little table at which
I had dined, to watch this entrancing scene.   I was surfeited with
the unrestrained islands of the tropics and with their primitive
races and I found this sudden return to the refinements of
Western civilisation, so attractively displayed, very refreshing
and very invigorating.   I lunched and dined quietly in pleasant
company, amongst people who knew the world and who knew
how to discuss it, and to whom the problems of the Far East
were of engrossing interest.   Here at least was activity of body
and mind.
Great things have been done in the Philippine Islands> works
on a colossal scale, with remarkable energy and foresight—and
as an antidote there is the Filipino, learning all the time ;
appreciative if not too grateful ; bound up in the love of his
Islands and intent upon their independence ; a. little of a dreamer
and a good deal a politician, impulsive or idle, or sometimes
both ; unjust in his criticism of others and too confident ib his
own capacities—an engaging rather unpractical personality with
a touch of melancholy. To-day America's task, so generously
performed, seems Bearing its completion. The future lies in
FilipiBo hands—and good luck to them !
One is constantly coming across places in the East that the
English at one time or another have invaded, held or sacked. I
confess that in my ignorance of history I was unaware that the

